BREATHE EASY
IMPROVED AIR IS HERE

AIR QUALITY SOLUTIONS
Viruses and other airborne pathogens can pose a serious threat to your workforce and customers and poor indoor air quality is one of the leading causes of disease transmission. Proper cleaning and sanitation is a critical step to vigilant disease prevention.

**SCIENTIFIC AIR MANAGEMENT SYSTEM \nSAM 400**

In combination with air scrubbers and negative air machines, the SAM 400 can kill 99.9995% of viruses\(^1\), including COVID-19 Coronavirus by effectively degrading the viruses while the negative air pressure created prevents it spreading throughout the facility.

\(^1\)Scientific Air Management’s SAM 400 has been EPA Guideline Laboratory Certified to KILL 99.9995% of enveloped RNA viruses—CORONAVIRUS. www.scientificairmanagement.com

**NEGATIVE AIR MACHINES AND AIR SCRUBBERS**

Negative air machines create negative air pressure to help isolate and contain infectious diseases that spread through the air. Placing negative air machines and air scrubbers in hallways or common areas can help protect against cross-contamination.

**FLOOR SCRUBBERS**

As part of an effective cleaning and disinfection program, floor scrubbers\(^2\) can help decontaminate an infected area.

\(^2\)When used with quality disinfectant cleaning products

**HYDROXYL GENERATOR**

The Titan 4000 can help purify air and improve indoor air quality by decomposing organic and inorganic air contaminants. It is safe for use in occupied areas.

---

**IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT 2019 NOVEL CORONAVIRUS AND AIR MANAGEMENT DEVICES.**

Coronavirus are spherical particles with diameters of approximately 0.125 microns. The smallest particles are 0.06 microns, and the largest are 0.14 microns. HEPA filtration is limited to its smallest mesh size of 0.3 microns. HEPA will NOT filter COVID-19 coronavirus effectively.
REDUCE AIRBORNE PARTICULATES FOR IMPROVED SAFETY

Air quality expertise from Sunbelt Rentals is the solution. Applications used in facility construction and renovation can often release airborne particles into the air, creating potential respiratory hazards for both workers and others in the vicinity. Help is on the way. As part of our commitment to workplace safety, Sunbelt Rentals has a comprehensive portfolio of equipment specifically designed to protect workers from airborne particulates created during work in commercial, municipal, institutional, and industrial environments.

MARKET SEGMENTS

COMMERCIAL
Hotels, apartments, restaurants, and shopping centers are odor-sensitive environments that benefit from technologies that keep occupied areas smelling fresh.

INSTITUTIONAL
Patients in hospitals and students in schools can be vulnerable to particulates stirred up and circulated during routine maintenance requiring ceiling access.

REMEDIATION AND RESTORATION
After fires, floods, and storms, cleanup requires specific steps to be taken to deal with airborne contaminants related to mold and smoke.

GOVERNMENT
Government can’t afford to be shut down during needed facility repairs and maintenance. Equipment solutions that preserve air quality while occupants are present are a vital necessity.

FACILITIES
Lighting requirements result in frequent changeouts and the need to recycle large volumes of potentially hazardous fluorescent lamps.

INDUSTRIAL
Downtime isn’t an option for manufacturers and distribution centers, so protecting against airborne particulates keeps facilities more productive and workers healthier.

COMMAND CENTER

Bring command of all aspects of the rental cycle to your mobile device by downloading our app for either iOS devices or Android smartphones. Command Center puts you in digital control, allowing you to eliminate wasted time; reserve, rent, or release equipment; schedule service; track deliveries; make custom reports in real time; receive schedule alerts; manage payables, and more.

Learn more at sunbeltrentals.com/command-center.
SOLUTIONS FOR ANY AIR QUALITY NEED

Whatever the project, talk to the experts at Sunbelt Rentals for the air quality solutions you need to ensure the health and safety of everyone in your facility and your work site.

**AIR SCRUBBERS**
Effectively remove airborne particles created during facility construction and renovation. These include smoke, drywall dust, asbestos fibers, bacteria, gases, and more.

**PAS 2400**
- Peak airflow of 2000 CFM
- Zero bypass design and true HEPA filter
- HEPA filter is tested and certified to 99.97% minimum efficiency at 0.3 microns
- Produce up to 60% more vacuum power than other 120 VAC systems

**PRED 750**
- Peak airflow of 750 CFM
- Weighs only 35 pounds
- Operates on 1.9 amps or less

**NEGATIVE AIR MACHINE**
- Peak airflow of 1950 CFM
- Removes airborne particles down to 0.3 micron with 99.97% efficiency

**ODOR ELIMINATION**
Eliminate volatile organic compound (VOC) odors associated with smoke, mold, cigarettes, petroleum fumes, bio cleanup, and more. Ideal for use in hotels, restaurants, health clubs, and dry cleaners.

**OZONE MACHINE**
- A typical job requires a treatment time of a few hours and is usually completed in one day
- Treatments can be charged at a rate of $0.02 – $0.03 per ft³
- Treats up to 720,000 ft³

**HYDROXYL GENERATORS**
- Utilizes the hydroxyl molecule to combat poor indoor air quality due to bacteria, virus, mold, VOCs, and offensive odors
- Ability to be sized for occupied spaces by the chemically sensitive or medically compromised

**CONTAINMENT CARTS**
The AG8000 mobile dust containment cart reduces infection risk to staff and patients in medical facilities during renovation and maintenance by trapping unhealthy airborne particles.

- Includes a PRED 750 Portable Air Scrubber
- Ideal for use in ceiling tile or grid replacement
- Reduces infection risk during computer cable and electrical wire installation, air filter changeouts, lighting replacements, HVAC equipment, ductwork installation, and more

**SCIENTIFIC AIR MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (SAM)**
Mobile air management device eliminates disease-causing airborne particulates.

- Used with HEPA filtration, SAM reduces 99.99% of 0.3-micron particulates
- SAM eliminates 99.99% of viruses and reduced bacterial and mold samples
- SAM uses an exclusive blend of Cori Carbon and Enriched Carbon Pellets for efficient and long-lasting odor control

**BULB EATER®**
The Bulb Eater® lamp crushing system crushes fluorescent lamps in 100% recyclable material, while capturing over 99.99% of mercury vapors.

- Reduces bulb recycling storage by up to 80%
- Crushes u-tubes, CFLs, and straight linear lamps of any length
- Reduces labor by up to 20 hours per 1,000 lamps
- Can save from $0.10 to $1 per lamp

**CONTAINMENT CARTS**
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Mobile air management device eliminates disease-causing airborne particulates.

- Used with HEPA filtration, SAM reduces 99.99% of 0.3-micron particulates
- SAM eliminates 99.99% of viruses and reduced bacterial and mold samples
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The Bulb Eater® lamp crushing system crushes fluorescent lamps in 100% recyclable material, while capturing over 99.99% of mercury vapors.

- Reduces bulb recycling storage by up to 80%
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Sunbelt Rentals doesn’t merely offer a one-stop source for all your cooling needs. You can also leverage our expertise for an array of other equipment vital to the completion of your projects.

- Mobile elevating work platforms
- Chillers & air handlers
- Dehumidification & drying
- Floor care
- Forklifts
- Ground protection
- Light towers
- Power generation
- Remediation & restoration

For 24/7 emergency response and support, call Sunbelt Rentals Climate Control Services at 800-892-8677.